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Overview



Multiple jurisdictions

• States
o Control over the first 3 NM

• Commonwealth
o 3-200 NM

• Offshore constitutional settlement
o Allocates management responsibilities 

to either States or Commonwealth 
when a fishery overlaps the boundary

• States and Commonwealth have 
different management agencies, 
systems and objectives

Fisheries management in Australia



“The objective of this Policy is the 
sustainable and profitable utilisation 

of Australia’s Commonwealth 
fisheries in perpetuity through the 

implementation of harvest 
strategies that maintain key 

commercial stocks at ecologically 
sustainable levels and within this 
context, maximise the economic 

returns to the Australian 
community.” 

 Interpreted as maximising the 
economic yield of the fishery 
(MEY)

Commonwealth fisheries harvest strategy: 
policy and guidelines



Australian Commonwealth fisheries

NPF

GAB



• GVP around $80m

• Current fleet 52 active boats
• Over 300 at peak (1970s)

• Around 100 a decade ago

• Major buyback in 2006-07

• Sub-fisheries
• Banana prawn

• White

• Red-leg

• Tiger/endeavour prawn

• management 
• ITE (effort units, TAE)- tigers

• Season and triggers - bananas

Northern prawn fishery



• Long history of modelling the fishery (35 years!)

• Relatively data rich fishery

• Annual economic data since the mid 1990s

• Recruitment surveys, logbooks, other biological studies

• Main focus of the modelling over the last decade has been on 
the tiger prawn component of the fishery

• Identifiable stock-recruitment relationship

• Previously overexploited

• Current bioeconomic model used to determine total allowable 
effort for the tiger prawn fishery

• Objective is to maximise the net present value of future profits

• Output used to set the TAE for the coming season

Bioeconomic modelling of the fishery
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• Includes three species

• Brown and grooved tiger prawns

• Endeavour prawns

• Weekly model

• Continuous recruitment (multiple 
cohorts)

• length based model

• Lengths converted to size grades

• Prices for each size grade

• Forecast price changes

• Excludes

• Banana prawn fisheries 

Key model characteristics

• Two “fleets” (metiers)

• Reflect different operating 
behaviours and catch mixes

• Minimum total effort each metier
• Maximum effort each week (52*7 

days)

• Variable costs

• R&M
• Fuel (forecast fuel price changes)
• Crew
• Marketing (and related)

• Fixed costs
• Proportional allocation based on 

average revenue share
• Constraint that profits>0 all years



Example 
model 
output



• As the model is used to set TAE, it is heavily 
scrutinised by Industry
• Advantages: 

• Industry provide timely “current” economic data for the 
model; 

• verify key assumptions used in the model

• Disadvantages: 

• Expectations about what the model should include e.g. 
forecasts of future prawn prices and fuel costs; 

• initially untrusting of the model (but now more trusting)

• Moving from “theoretical” models to models as a 
management tool also highlights gaps in applied 
economic analysis 
• Particularly in terms of how to allocate costs in the fishery 

and issues relating to sequential fisheries

Challenges



• Repairs and maintenance
• Strong evidence that these contain both a fixed and variable component

• Makes a difference to the outcome how they are treated

Quasi-fixed costs



• Econometric modelling using a wide cross section of Australian 
fisheries

Allocating R&M costs
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• The model only includes the tiger 
prawn fishery

• Ignores the banana prawn fishery

• Highly variable from year to year 
(4-10 weeks long)

• Spatially separate

• When tiger prawn fishery was 
overexploited not an issue as 
fishing for tiger prawns was not 
permitted until after the mid-
season closure

• Improvements in stocks has subsequently 
allowed fishing to occur before the mid-
season closure

• As it ignores banana prawn fishing, 
the model tends to put too much 
effort early in the fishery, so 
estimated catches do not 
correspond well to actual catches

Modelling part of a sequential fishery

 This issue has been flagged with 
Industry, but they are reluctant to 
support further development of the 
model

 Substantial technical issues with 
modelling the highly stochastic 
banana prawn fishery



• Model has a requirement to ensure that the fishery has positive profits each 
year

• Avoid making losses in order to make larger gains later (a problem in earlier years as 
stock recovering)

• The model only covers part of the total fishing operation

• Past practice has been to allocate a share of fixed costs based on average revenue 
share (fairly ad hoc)

• Previously this has not been a major issue, but falling prawn prices and higher 
fuel costs has resulted in tighter margins, and assumptions about fixed costs 
can affect the model outcomes

• Also increasing evidence that fixed costs are not entirely fixed

• Particularly the R&M component that seems to vary with the banana prawn season

• Good seasons see much higher R&M activity

• An area for further investigation ….

Allocating fixed costs



• The NPF model is one of the few examples internationally where 
management decisions are based primarily on the output of a 
bioeconomic model

• Moving from strategic to tactical use of models (i.e. TAC or TAE 
setting) requires greater robustness in assumptions about 
economic parameters

• How costs are derived and used in bioeconomic models has not 
attracted much attention in the fisheries economics literature

• This lack of a theoretically robust yet practical framework for 
dealing with these issues is an impediment to the broader trust 
in bioeconomic models by industry and policy makers 

Summary


